Abstract The present paper presents one of the efficient approaches towards multilingual text detection for video indexing. In this paper,
Introduction

30
With the current multimedia technology, the captured images and understanding Comparative studies are reported in detail. 176 The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our proposed 177 method. Experimental results are presented and performance evaluation on con-178 sidered datasets is discussed in Section 3. Finally, conclusions are drawn. Gabor filter is further applied in order to obtain edge information of an image.
187
The resulted Gabor output image is grouped into three clusters by applying the decomposition are averaged and is shown in Fig. 3(a) . Then, the Gabor filter func-261 tion is applied on to the obtained average image of detail co-efficients, in order to 262 extract local phenomena. The Gabor filter resulted image is shown in Fig. 3(b) . by applying morphological operations shown in Fig. 6(c) . A group of near by ele-294 ments of a list i.e., near by connected components together represent a sequence. 295 To build these sequences of connected components, center point of the right most is considered as a text region else it is considered as a non-text region. Fig. 7(b Table 1 shows the comparative study of the proposed and existing methods. is to achieve highest DR by detecting true text blocks of an image, in this regard 377 we reached DR = 98.9%. By our experiment, it is proved that the proposed 378 method exhibits higher detection rate and considerably lesser miss detection rate 379 than the existing methods. For this dataset, average Processing Time is 2.9 s.
380
The best execution time is 2.6 s of image size 320 · 240 and the worst execution 381 time is 3.5 s for 720 · 576 image size. 
Please cite this article in press as: Pavithra (Table 3) . 403 From the experimental results in the Table 4 , it is noticed that the texts of South Images dataset are shown in Fig. 14 . Experimental results are shown in Table 7 . 471 For reference purpose, in Table 7 we also provided the text detection results in 
Experiment on ICDAR test datasets
